Arithmetic coding provides an e ective mechanism for removing redundancy in the encoding of data. We show how arithmetic coding works and describe an e cient implementation that uses table lookup as a fast alternative to arithmetic operations. The reduced-precision arithmetic has a provably negligible e ect on the amount of compression achieved. We can speed up the implementation further by use of parallel processing. We discuss the role of probability models and how they provide probability information to the arithmetic coder. We conclude with perspectives on the comparative advantages and disadvantages of arithmetic coding.
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I. Arithmetic coding
The fundamental problem of lossless compression is to decompose a data set (for example, a text le or an image) into a sequence of events, then to encode the events using as few bits as possible. The idea is to assign short codewords to more probable events and longer codewords to less probable events. Data can be compressed whenever some events are more likely than others. Statistical coding techniques use estimates of the probabilities of the events to assign the codewords. Given a set of mutually distinct events e1, e2, e3, : : : , en, and an accurate assessment of the probability distribution P of the events, Shannon 1] proved that the the smallest possible expected number of bits needed to encode an event is the entropy of P , denoted by H (P) = n X k=1 ?pfekg log 2 pfek g; where pfek g is the probability that event ek occurs. An optimal code outputs ?log 2 p bits to encode an event whose probability of occurrence is p. Pure arithmetic codes supplied with accurate probabilities provides optimal compression. The older and better-known Hu man codes 2] are optimal only among instantaneous codes, that is, those in which the encoding of one event can be decoded before encoding has begun for the next event.
In theory, arithmetic codes assign one \codeword" to each possible data set. The codewords consist of half-open subintervals of the half-open unit interval 0; 1), and are expressed by specifying enough bits to distinguish the subinterval corresponding to the actual data set from all other possible subintervals. Shorter codes correspond to larger subintervals and thus more probable input data sets. In practice, Manuscript received Mmm DD, 1993. Some of this work was performed while both authors were at Brown University and while the rst author was at Duke University. the subinterval is re ned incrementally using the probabilities of the individual events, with bits being output as soon as they are known. Arithmetic codes almost always give better compression than pre x codes, but they lack the direct correspondence between the events in the input data set and bits or groups of bits in the coded output le. A statistical coder must work in conjunction with a modeler that estimates the probability of each possible event at each point in the coding. The probability model need not describe the process that generates the data; it merely has to provide a probability distribution for the data items. The probabilities do not even have to be particularly accurate, but the more accurate they are, the better the compression will be. If the probabilities are wildly inaccurate, the le may even be expanded rather than compressed, but the original data can still be recovered. To obtain maximum compression of a le, we need both a good probability model and an e cient way of representing (or learning) the probability model.
To ensure decodability, the encoder is limited to the use of model information that is available to the decoder. There are no other restrictions on the model; in particular, it can change as the le is being encoded. The models can be adaptive (dynamically estimating the probability of each event based on all events that precede it), semi-adaptive (using a preliminary pass of the input le to gather statistics), or non-adaptive (using xed probabilities for all les). Nonadaptive models can perform arbitrarily poorly 3]. Adaptive codes allow one-pass coding but require a more complicated data structure. Semi-adaptive codes require two passes and transmission of model data as side information; if the model data is transmitted e ciently they can provide slightly better compression than adaptive codes, but in general the cost of transmitting the model is about the same as the \learn-ing" cost in the adaptive case 4].
To get good compression we need models that go beyond global event counts and take into account the structure of the data. For images this usually means using the numeric intensity values of nearby pixels to predict the intensity of each new pixel and using a suitable probability distribution for the residual error to allow for noise and variation between regions within the image. For text, the previous letters form a context, in the manner of a Markov process.
In Section II, we provide a detailed description of pure arithmetic coding, along with an example to illustrate the process. We also show enhancements that allow incremental transmission and xed-precision arithmetic. In Section III we extend the xed-precision idea to low precision, and show how we can speed up arithmetic coding with little degradation of compression performance by doing all the arithmetic ahead of time and storing the results in lookup tables. We call the resulting procedure quasi-arithmetic coding. In Section IV we brie y explore the possibility of parallel coding using quasi-arithmetic coding. In Section V we discuss the modeling process, separating it into structural and probability estimation components. Each component can be adaptive, semi-adaptive, or static; there are two approaches to the probability estimation problem. Finally, Section VI pro-vides a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of arithmetic coding and suggestions of alternative methods.
II. How arithmetic coding works
In this section we explain how arithmetic coding works and give operational details; our treatment is based on that of Witten, Neal, and Cleary 5] . Our focus is on encoding, but the decoding process is similar.
A. Basic algorithm for arithmetic coding
The algorithm for encoding a le using arithmetic coding works conceptually as follows:
1. We begin with a \current interval" L; H ) initialized to 0; 1). 2. For each event in the le, we perform two steps.
(a) We subdivide the current interval into subintervals, one for each possible event. The size of a event's subinterval is proportional to the estimated probability that the event will be the next event in the le, according to the model of the input. (b) We select the subinterval corresponding to the event that actually occurs next, and make it the new current interval. 3. We output enough bits to distinguish the nal current interval from all other possible nal intervals. The length of the nal subinterval is clearly equal to the product of the probabilities of the individual events, which is the probability p of the particular sequence of events in the le. The nal step uses at most b?log 2 pc + 2 bits to distinguish the le from all other possible les. We need some mechanism to indicate the end of the le, either a special endof-le event coded just once, or some external indication of the le's length. Either method adds only a small amount to the code length.
In step 2, we need to compute only the subinterval corresponding to the event ai that actually occurs. To do this it is convenient to use two \cumulative" probabilities: the cumulative probability PC = P i?1 k=1 pk and the next-cumulative probability PN 
The need to maintain and supply cumulative probabilities requires the model to have a complicated data structure, especially when many more than two events are possible.
We now provide an example, repeated a number of times to illustrate di erent steps in the development of arithmetic coding. For simplicity we choose between just two events at each step, although the principles apply to the multi-event case as well. We assume that we know a priori that we have a le consisting of three events (or three letters in the case of text compression); the rst event is either a1 (with probability pfa1 g = (with probability pfb2 g = 1 2 ); and the third event is a3 (with probability pfa3 g = 3 5 ) or b3 (with probability pfb3 g = 2 5 ). The actual le to be encoded is the sequence b1 a2 b3 .
The steps involved in pure arithmetic coding are illustrated in Table 1 and Fig. 1 . In this example the nal interval corresponding to the actual le b1 a2b3 is Pure arithmetic coding graphically illustrated B. Incremental output The basic implementation of arithmetic coding described above has two major di culties: the shrinking current interval requires the use of high precision arithmetic, and no output is produced until the entire le has been read. The most straightforward solution to both of these problems is to output each leading bit as soon as it is known, and then to double the length of the current interval so that it reects only the unknown part of the nal interval. Witten, Neal, and Cleary 5] add a clever mechanism for preventing the current interval from shrinking too much when the endpoints are close to 1 2 but straddle 1 2 . In that case we do not yet know the next output bit, but we do know that whatever it is, the following bit will have the opposite value; we merely keep track of that fact, and expand the current interval symmetrically about 1 2 . This follow-on procedure may be repeated any number of times, so the current interval size is always strictly longer than Guazzo 10] , and Witten, Neal, and Cleary 5] . The bit-stu ng idea of Langdon and others at IBM that limits the propagation of carries in the additions serves a function similar to that of the follow-on procedure described above. Pure arithmetic coding with incremental transmission and interval expansion, graphically illustrated
We now describe in detail how the incremental output and interval expansion work. We add the following step immediately after the selection of the subinterval corresponding to an input event, step 2(b) in the basic algorithm above. Table 2 and Fig. 2 illustrate this process. In the example, interval expansion occurs exactly once for each input event, but in other cases it may occur more than once or not at all. The follow-on procedure is applied when processing the second input event a2. The 1 output after processing the third event b3 is therefore followed by its complement 0.
The nal interval is 2 15 ; 2 3 ). Since all binary numbers that start with 0:01 are within this range, outputting 01 su ces to uniquely identify the range. The encoded le is 11001, as before. This is no coincidence: the computations are essentially the same. The nal interval is eight times as long as in the previous example because of the three doublings of the current interval.
Clearly the current interval contains some information about the preceding inputs; this information has not yet been output, so we can think of it as the coder's state. If a is the length of the current interval, the state holds ?log 2 a
bits not yet output. In the basic method the state contains all the information about the output, since nothing is output until the end. In the incremental implementation, the state always contains fewer than two bits of output information, since the length of the current interval is always more than 
C. Use of integer arithmetic
In practice, the arithmetic can be done by storing the endpoints of the current interval as su ciently large integers rather than in oating point or exact rational numbers. We also use integers for the frequency counts used to estimate event probabilities. The subdivision process involves selecting non-overlapping intervals (of length at least 1) with lengths approximately proportional to the counts. Table 3 illustrates the use of integer arithmetic using a full interval of 0; N ) = 0; 1024). (The graphical version of Table 3 is essentially the same as Fig. 2 and is not included.) The length of the current interval is always at least N=4 + 2, 258 in this case, so we can always use probabilities precise to at least 1=258; often the precision will be near 1=1024. In practice we use even larger integers; the interval 0; 65 536) is a common choice, and gives a practically continuous choice of probabilities at each step. The subdivisions in this example are not quite the same as those in Table 2 because the resulting intervals are rounded to integers. The encoded le is 11001 as before, but for a longer input le the encodings would eventually diverge. Table 3 Example of arithmetic coding with incremental transmission, interval expansion, and integer arithmetic. Full interval is 0;1024), so in e ect subinterval endpoints are constrained to be multiples of 1 1024 . Table 4 Example of arithmetic coding with incremental transmission, interval expansion, and small integer arithmetic. Full interval is 0;8), so in e ect subinterval endpoints are constrained to be multiples of 1 8 . Arithmetic coding as it is usually implemented is slow because of the multiplications (and in some implementations, divisions) required in subdividing the current interval according to the probability information. Since small errors in probability estimates cause very small increases in code length, we expect that by introducing approximations into the arithmetic coding process in a controlled way we can improve coding speed without signi cantly degrading compression performance. In the Q-Coder work at IBM 11], the time-consuming multiplications are replaced by additions and shifts, and low-order bits are ignored. In 12] we describe a di erent approach to approximate arithmetic coding. Recalling that the fractional bits characteristic of arithmetic coding are stored as state information in the coder, we reduce the number of possible states, and replace arithmetic operations by table lookups; the lookup tables can be precomputed. Here we review this reduced precision binary arithmetic coder, which we call a quasi-arithmetic coder. It should be noted that the compression is still completely reversible; using reduced precision merely a ects the average code length. Table 5 Excerpts Table 6 Example of operation of quasi-arithmetic coding A. Development of binary quasi-arithmetic coding We have seen that doing arithmetic coding with large integers instead of real or rational numbers hardly degrades compression performance at all. In Table 4 we show the encoding of the same le using small integers: the full interval 0; N ) is only 0; 8).
Action
The number of possible states (after applying the interval expansion procedure) of an arithmetic coder using the integer interval 0; N ) is 3N 2 =16. If we can reduce the number of states to a more manageable level, we can precompute all state transitions and outputs and substitute table lookups for arithmetic in the coder. The obvious way to reduce the number of states is to reduce N . The value of N should be a power of 2; its value must be at least 4. If we choose N = 8 and apply the arithmetic coding algorithm in a straightforward way, we obtain a table with 12 states, each state o ering a choice of between 3 and 7 probability ranges. Portions of the table are shown in Table 5 . Table 6 shows how Table 5 is used to encode our sample le. Before coding each input event the coder is in a certain current state, corresponding to the current subinterval. For each state there are a number of probability ranges; we choose the one that includes the estimated probability for the next event. Then we simply select the input event that actually occurs and perform the indicated actions: outputting bits, incrementing the follow count, and changing to a new current state. In the example the encoded output le is 1100. Because we were using such low precision, the subdivision probabilities became distorted, leading to a lower probability for the le (1=16), but one which ends in the full interval 0; 8), requiring no disambiguating bits. We usually use a somewhat larger value of N ; in practice the compression ine ciency of a binary quasi-arithmetic coder (neglecting very large and very small probabilities) is less than one percent for N = 32 and about 0.2 percent for N = 128.
In implementations, the coding tables can be stripped down so that the numerical values of the interval endpoints and probability ranges do not appear. Full details and examples appear in 13]. The next section explains the computation of the probability ranges. Decoding uses essentially the same tables, and in fact is easier than encoding.
B. Analysis of binary quasi-arithmetic coding
We now prove that using binary quasi-arithmetic coding causes an insigni cant increase in the code length compared with pure arithmetic coding. We mathematically analyze several cases.
In this analysis we exclude very large and very small probabilities, namely those that are less than 1=W or greater than (W ? 1)=W, where W is the width of the current interval.
For these probabilities the relative excess code length can be large.
First we assume that we know the probability p of the left branch of each event, and we show both how to minimize the average excess code length and how small the excess is. In arithmetic coding we divide the current interval (of width W ) into subintervals of length L and R; this gives an e ective coding probability q = L=W since the resulting code length is ? log 2 q for the left branch and ? log 2 (1)
We can use Equation (1) to compute the probability ranges in the coding tables. As an example, we compute the cuto probability used in deciding whether to subdivide interval 0; 6) as f 0; 3); 3; 6)g or f 0; 4); 4; 6)g; this is the number 0:585 that appears in Table 5 . In this case p1 = 1 2 and p2 = 2 3 . We compute p = log(3=2)= log 2 0:585. Hence when we encode the third event in the example (with pfa3 g = 3 5 ),
we use the f 0; 4); 4; 6)g subdivision.
Probability p is the probability between p1 and p2 with the worst average quasi-arithmetic coding performance, both in excess bits per event and in excess bits relative to optimal compression. This can be shown by monotonicity arguments.
Theorem 1 If we construct a quasi-arithmetic coder based on full interval 0; N ), and use correct probability estimates, the number of bits per input event by which the average code length obtained by the quasi-arithmetic coder exceeds that of an exact arithmetic coder is at most 4 ln 2 log 2 2 e ln 2 and for the second part we take the asymptotic expansion of (L(p2; p ) ? H (p2))=H(p2).
2
If we let p = (p1 + p2 )=2, we can expand Equation (1) The compression loss introduced by using e p instead of p is completely negligible, never more than 0:06%. In the example above with p1 = 1 2 , p2 = 2 3 , and W = 6, we nd that p = log(3=2)= log 2 0:58496 and e p = 737=1260 0:58492. As we expect, only for small values of W (the short intervals that occur when using very low precision arithmetic) do we need to be careful about roundo when subdividing intervals; for larger values of W we can practically round the interval endpoints to the nearest integer.
We can prove a similar theorem for a more general case, in which we compare quasi-arithmetic coding with arithmetic coding for a single worst-case event. We assume that both coders use the same estimated probability, but that the estimate may be arbitrarily bad. (The proof is omitted to save space.) Theorem 2 If we construct a quasi-arithmetic coder based on full interval 0; N ), and use arbitrary probability estimates, the number of bits per input event by which the code length obtained by the quasi-arithmetic coder exceeds that of an exact arithmetic coder in the worst case is at most In 14] we present general-purpose algorithms for encoding and decoding using both Hu man and quasi-arithmetic coding. We are considering the case where we wish to do both encoding and decoding in parallel, so the location of bits in the encoded le must be computable by the decoding processors before they begin decoding. The main requirement for our parallel coder is that the model for each event is known ahead of time; it is not necessary for each event to have the same model. We use the PRAM model of parallel computation; the number of processors is p. We allow concurrent reading of the parallel memory, and limited concurrent writing, to a single one-bit register, which we call the completion register. It is initialized to 0 at the beginning of each time step; during the time step any number of processors (or none at all) may write 1 to it. We assume that n events are to be coded. The main issue is in dealing with the di erences in code lengths of di erent events. For simplicity we do not consider input data routing.
We describe the algorithm for the Hu man coding case, since pre x codes are easier to handle, and then extend it to quasi-arithmetic coding. First the n events are distributed as evenly as possible among the p processors. Then each processor begins encoding its assigned events in a deterministic sequence, outputting one bit in each time step; the bits output in each time step are contiguous in the output stream. As soon as one or more processors complete all of their assigned events, they indicate this fact by writing 1 to the completion register. When the completion register is 1, the output process is interrupted. Events whose processing has not begun are distributed evenly among the processors, using a pre x operation; events whose processing has begun but not nished remain assigned to their current processors. Processing of the reallocated events then continues until the next time that one or more processors nishes all their allocated events. Toward the end of processing, the number of remaining events will become less than the number of available processors. At this time we deactivate processors, making the number of active processors equal to the number of remaining events; we must redirect the output bits from the remaining processors. No further event reallocations are needed, but we still have to deactivate processors whenever any of them nish.
We analyze the time required by the parallel algorithm. Assuming that in one time unit each processor can output one bit, we can easily show that the time required for bit output is between dnH=pe and dnH=pe + L. The more interesting analysis concerns the number of pre x operations required. We de ne a phase to be the period between pre x operations. Early phases are those which take place while the number of events is greater than the number of processors; each is followed by an event reallocation. Late phases are those needed to code the nal p or fewer events; each late phase requires a pre x operation to redirect output bits. We bound the number of pre x operations needed in the following theorem.
Theorem 3 When coding n events using p processors, the number of pre x operations needed by the reallocation coding algorithm is at most L log 2 (2n=p) in the worst case. Proof : We de ne a superphase to be the time needed to halve the number of remaining events. Consider the rst superphase. The number of events assigned to each processor ranges from n=p in the rst phase down to n=2p in the last.
At least one processor completes all its events in each phase; such a processor must output at least one bit per event, since all code words in a Hu man code have at least one bit. This processor (and hence all processors) thus output at least n=2p bits in each phase, making a total of at least n=2 bits output in each phase. The total number of bits that must be output in the rst superphase is at most nL=2, so the number of phases in the rst superphase is at most L.
The same reasoning holds for all superphases. The number of superphases needed to reduce the number of remaining events from n to p is log 2 (n=p), so the number of phases needed is just L log 2 (n=p). Once p or fewer events remain, at most L late phases are required, so the total number of phases needed is at most L log 2 (2n=p).
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The extension of the parallel Hu man algorithm to quasiarithmetic coding is fairly straightforward. The only complication arises when the last event of a processor's allocation leaves the processor in a state other than the starting state. We deal with this by outputting the smallest possible number of bits (0, 1, or 2) needed to identify a subinterval that lies within the nal interval; this is the end-of-le disambiguation problem that we have seen in Section II.
V. Modeling
The goal of modeling for statistical data compression is to provide probability information to the coder. The modeling process consists of structural and probability estimation components; each may be adaptive, semi-adaptive, or static. In addition there are two strategies for probability estimation. The rst is to estimate each event's probability individually based on its frequency within the data set. The other strategy is to estimate the probabilities collectively, assuming a probability distribution of a particular form and estimating the parameters of the distribution, either directly or indirectly. For direct estimation, we simply compute an estimate of the parameter (the variance, for instance) from the data. For indirect estimation 15], we start with a small number of possible distributions, and compute the code length that we would obtain with each; then we select the one with the smallest code length. This method is very general and can be used even for distributions from di erent families, without common parameters.
For lossless image compression, the structural component is usually xed, since for most images pixel intensities are close in value to the intensities of nearby pixels. We code pixels in a predetermined sequence, predicting each pixel's intensity using a xed linear combination of a xed constellation of nearby pixels, then coding the prediction error. Typically the prediction errors have a symmetrical exponentiallike distribution with zero mean, so the probability estimation component consists of estimating the variance and possibly some other parameters of the distribution, either directly or indirectly. A collection of only a few dozen distributions is su cient to code most images with minimal compression loss.
For text, on the other hand, the best methods involve constantly changing structures. In text compression the events to be coded are just the letters in the le. Typically we begin by assuming only that some unspeci ed sequences of letters will occur frequently. (We may also specify a maximum length for the frequently occurring sequences.) As encoding proceeds we determine which sequences are most frequent. In the Ziv-Lempel dictionary-based methods 16, 17] , the sequences are placed directly in the dictionary. The advantage of Ziv-Lempel methods is their speed, obtained by coding directly from the dictionary data structure, bypassing the explicit probability estimation and statistical coding stages. The PPM method 18] obtains better compression by constructing a Markov model of moderate order, proceeding to higher orders as more of the le is encoded. Complicated data structures are used to build and update the context information.
Most models for text compression involve estimating the letter probabilities individually, since there is no obvious mathematical relationship between the probabilities of di erent letters. (Numerical proximity of ASCII representations does not imply anything about probabilities.) We usually estimate the probability p of a given letter by p = weight of letter total weight of all letters :
The weight of a letter is usually based on the number of occurrences of the letter in a particular conditioning context.
Since we are often dealing with contexts that have occurred only a few times, we have to deal with letters that have never occurred. We cannot give a weight of 0 to such letters because that would lead to probability estimates of 0, which arithmetic coding cannot handle. This is the zerofrequency problem, thoroughly investigated by Witten and Bell 19] . It is possible to assign an initial weight of 1 to all possible letters, but a better strategy is to assign initial 0 weights and to include a special escape event indicating \some letter that has never occurred before in this context"; this event has its own weight, and must be encoded like an ordinary letter whenever a new letter occurs. There are a number of methods of dealing with the zero-frequency problem, di ering mainly in the computation of the escape probability.
A second issue that arises in text compression is locality of reference: strings tend to occur in clusters within a text le. One way to take advantage of locality is to scale the counts periodically, typically by halving all weights when the total weight reaches a speci ed number. This e ectively gives more weight to more recent occurrences of each letter, and has the additional bene t of keeping the counts small enough to t into small registers. Analysis 4] shows that scaling often helps compression, and can never hurt it by very much.
One technique for probability estimation when only two events are possible is to use small scaled counts, considering each count pair to be a probability state. We can then precompute both the corresponding probabilities and the state transitions caused by the occurrence of additional events. The states can be identi ed by index numbers, which in turn can be used to index into the probability range lists in quasi-arithmetic code tables like those in Table 5 .
VI. Conclusion
The main advantages of arithmetic coding for statistical data compression are its optimality and its inherent separation of coding and modeling. Pure arithmetic coding, as described in Section II, is strictly optimal for a stochastic data source whose probabilities are accurately known, but it relies on relatively slow arithmetic operations like multiplication and division. The quasi-arithmetic coding method described in Section III, which uses table lookup as a lowprecision alternative to full-precision arithmetic, is nearly optimal and fairly fast, even when the probabilities are close to 1 or 0.
The separation of coding and modeling is important because it permits any degree of complexity in the modeler without requiring any change to the coder. In particular, the model structure and probability estimates can change adaptively. (In Hu man coding, by contrast, the probability information must be built into the coding tables, making adaptive coding di cult.) Even totally disjoint data streams can be intertwined; the only requirement is that the decoder must be able to track the model structure of the encoder. One occasionally useful advantage to arithmetic coding is that it is easy to maintain lexicographic order without any loss in compression e ciency, so that encoded strings can have the same order as the original unencoded data; maintaining lexicographic order with a pre x code requires a more complicated algorithm (the Hu-Tucker algorithm 20] and entails some sacri ce in e ciency.
The disadvantages of arithmetic coding are that it runs slowly, it is fairly complicated to implement, and it does not produce pre x codes. It can be speeded up with only a slight loss in compression e ciency by using approximations like quasi-arithmetic coding, the patented IBM Q-Coder, or Neal's low-precision coder 21]. The implementation diculties are not insurmountable, but arithmetic coding will not be available as an o -the-shelf package until a fast, ecient, patent-free method is agreed upon as a standard. The non-pre x-code property leads to some technical di culties: error resistance can be a serious problem, especially with adaptive models, and the output delay can be unbounded in the Witten-Neal-Cleary version described here, although not in the Q-Coder.
For binary alphabets, various forms of run-length encoding can be used instead of arithmetic coding, even if the probabilities are highly skewed. Golomb coding 22] and the related Rice coding 23] are based on exponentially distributed run lengths. The Golomb and Rice methods each consist of a family of codes parameterized by a single parameter; the parameter can be estimated adaptively 15] giving good compression e ciency. These codes are extremely fast pre x codes and are easily implemented in software or hardware. Other non-parameterized run-length codes like Elias codes 24] are less exible and hence less useful.
When more than two input events are possible, the main alternatives to arithmetic coding are Hu man coding and coding based on splay trees 25]. Mo at et al. 26 ] compare arithmetic coding with these methods. Hu man coding is very e ective in conjunction with a semi-adaptive model; the probability information can be built into the coding tables, leading to fast execution. Splay trees are even faster, since the data structure for coding is the \statistical" model; compression e ciency su ers somewhat. Golomb and Rice coding can be used when many events are possible, maintaining lists of the events in approximate probability order and coding the positions of the events within the lists. This is an especially useful technique for very large alphabets 27].
The main usefulness of arithmetic coding is in obtaining maximum compression in conjunction with an adaptive model, or when the probability of one event is much larger than 1=2. Arithmetic coding gives optimal compression, but its slow execution can be problematical. Approximate versions of arithmetic coding give almost optimal compression at improved speeds. Probabilities can be estimated approximately too, again leading to only slight degradation of compression performance.
